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NBH’S JULY  

 

3D SHOOT… 

 

ONE BANGUP EVENT!! 

 

SIXTY FIVE ADULTS & 

 

ONE  CUB 
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3711 Deer Valley Road, Glendale, AZ 

Tree Stands: Hunting Safety 

By Scott Travers, Technical Assistant 

 

Did you know that falls from tree stands are Rhode Island’s number one hunting related incident? 

The use of elevated stands can be a great option for hunters, as they offer several advantages over hunt-

ing from the ground. These advantages include a wider field of vision and decreased chance of detection 

by game 

The hunter in an elevated stand is often able to see game animals approaching at a greater distance than 

at ground level, this provides more time for the hunter to plan the best possible shot. The position above game animals also places 

the hunter out of the animal’s field of view and movement is less noticeable. The hunter’s scent may also be more difficult for the 

animal to detect. Hunting from a tree stand also makes the hunter more visible to other hunters, and less likely to be in their line of 

fire.. This position also creates a natural backstop, as the hunter is shooting in a downwards direction. 

Despite the advantages elevated stands provide, there are several disadvantages as well. These include; increased risk of injury from 

falls, little or no protection from the elements, very little room for movement and an inability to move closer to a game animal to get 

an opportunity for a better shot. Also, some elevated stands can be difficult to carry and they can sometimes make a lot of noise 

while being transported, alerting game animals to the hunter’s presence in the woods. 

There are four types of elevated stands recommended by the Tree Stand Manufacturer’s Association (TMA). They include fixed 

position (hang on) stands, climbing stands, ladder stands, and free standing (tripod, tower) stands. The TMA recommends home-

made stands be avoided as commercially available stands, like those mentioned, are manufactured, certified, and tested to certain 

standards. Of course, a hunter should always follow the manufacturer’s instructions and practice installing, entering, exiting, and 

removing an elevated stand before using it in the field. 

Elevated stands should be placed near food sources, water sources, travel routes, and breeding sites. However, bedding areas should 

be avoided. Make sure you select a tree large enough to cover your body outline. The stand should be placed no higher than neces-

sary, 15-17 feet in height. Remember, the higher the stand is placed, the further away the vital area will be. Only select straight 

trees. A tree that is “leaning” toward you can be uncomfortable and unsafe to hunt from. Also check the tree for large overhanging 

branches which may be a hazard. 

When selecting a site also be sure to select a tree that is a distance from the trail or potential shooting area, but within the hunter’s 

effective shooting range. Do not place your elevated stand directly on the trail! Keep changes in elevation in mind as well. If an ele-

vated stand is 15 feet off the ground in the front, but level with the ground to the rear, the hunter may be placing himself/herself in 

the line of sight of the game animal. 

The TMA also recommends that elevated stands not be left in trees for more than two weeks. This is to protect both the hunter and 

the tree. We all know trees grow. When elevated stands are left in trees for extended periods of time the trees 

grow in diameter, potentially damaging nylon webbing, ratchets, or other attachments wrapped around them. 

These parts are also damaged by the elements and UV exposure from the sun. Be sure to inspect your elevated 

stands before and after each use to ensure good condition. Replace or repair worn or damaged parts to ensure that 

they are safe for use the next time. 

Remember, whenever using an elevated stand a hunter should always use a fall arrest system, or full body harness. 

Safety belts and/or chest straps from years ago are no longer safe to use! Also, as with everything else synthetic, 

full body harnesses expire over time due to UV exposure and other factors, causing their materials degrade. If 

your full body harness shows signs of wear, has been used in a fall from an elevated stand in the past, or has an 

expiration date that has already passed, it needs to be replaced! 

Also, whenever using an elevated stand, a hunter should have one or two haul lines to bring their bow, firearm, 

and/or pack into the elevated stand after securing themselves into the stand. 
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Outdoor RIFAA Shoots 

  

The RIFAA shoot schedule has been progressing along this season, with shoots at NBH and at Tiverton Rod and Gun 

Club. On May 22nd, NBH was host to the first, outdoor, RIFAA shoot of the season and a second shoot was held at NBH 

on June 19th.   A standard, NFAA Field Round was offered, which has distances from 10 yards to 80 yards.  In addi-

tion, for those not yet ready to shoot the longer distances, a version called the Intermediate Round was offered, which has 

distances from 10 yards to 50 yards. 

  

At the May 22nd shoot, eight archers participated, with six shooting the Field Round and two shooting the Intermediate 

Round.  All the scores, with their shooting division and style, are below. 

  

Field Round: 

Paul Locke              Master Senior, Freestyle                          521     

Ken Moore              Adult, Freestyle Limited                         471 

Steve Morra            Silver Senior, Freestyle                            470 

Donald Levesque    Master Senior, Freestyle                         458 

Ken Sarvia              Silver Senior, Bow Hunter FSL              370 

Don Wassall            Silver Senior, Bare Bow                          361 

  

Intermediate Round: 

Ryan Correira          Adult, Bow Hunter Freestyle                      502 

Mark Doyle              Senior, Freestyle                                           420 

  

At the June 19th shoot, nine archers participated, with eight shooting the Field Round and one shooting the Intermediate 

Round.  All the scores, with their shooting division and style, are below. 

  

Field Round: 

Bill Simas                Adult, Freestyle                               543 

Chuck Howard       Adult, Freestyle                               520 

Paul Locke              Master Senior, Freestyle                516 

John Fournier         Master Senior, Freestyle                514 

Steve Morra            Silver Senior, Freestyle                  495 

Mark Doyle             Senior, Freestyle                             493 

Ken Moore               Adult, Freestyle Limited               466 

Bruno Soffientino      Adult, Freestyle Limited             405 

  

Intermediate Round: 

Ryan Correira           Adult, Freestyle                        522 

  

The next shoot like this at NBH will be on Sunday, July 31st, and everyone is welcome to attend.  Registration is from 8 am 

to 9 am and membership in the NFAA is not required. 

RI Field Archery  

Association  REPORT...Steve Morra 



 

P.O. Box 1355  

North Kingstown, RI 02852  

http://

www.narragansettbowhunters.org 

NARRAGANSETT 

BOWHUNTERS  

July 3D RESULTS: 

TOP GUN: MEN: Scott Atkins 278;  Don Wiitala 257; Matt Atkins 252.   

WOMEN: Pia Perry 240; Sara Kay N/S 

BOWHUNTER RELEASE MEN: Tom Hopkins 319; John Davis 303 ; Blair St. Onge/Mike Yurka 302 

BOWHUNTER FINGERS: Ken Sarvia  216  

RECURVE: J D Can (?) 248; Bob Lapin 228; Gordon Jackson 214 

LONGBOW: MEN: Steve Richard 245.  WOMEN: Diane Hanscom 135.  

PRIMITIVE: Mike Dmytryshyn 214.  

HUNTER CHALLENGE (TRAD): Paul Fahlman 217; Bob Booth 157.  

HUNTER CHALLENGE (COMPOUND): Ken Nelson 262; Jacob Pineault  253 

CUB: Riley Nelson 219  

 

 

REMAINING RIFAA 2016 SCHEDULE 

NBH WILL HOST DEM’S 

BOWHUNTER’S SAFETY 

CLASS SUNDAY JULY 24TH  & 

AUG 28TH 

INDOOR RANGE WILL BE 

CLOSED SATURDAY NIGHT 

FOR SET UP  & SUNDAY 

7:00AM TO 5:00PM 

2016 NBH Outdoor 
3D Shoots 

 

August 7;  SEPTEMBER 

10 (VETERAN’S FUND 

RAISER);   

September 11 (Always 

remember); October 2  

December 4 

(Christmas Toy Drive)  


